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Supernovae

NEW THINGS??

Microlensing events

FU OrionisR Coronae Borealis

M-dwarf flaresGRBs afterglows

Asteroids Be stars

Classical novae
Dwarf novae

Super-luminous Supernovae AGN flares/TDE

TRANSIENTS ZOO



✦ Stellar astrophysics (SNe, CVs, MFlares, Be stars, RCrB, FUOri)

✦ Final stages of stellar evolution (CCSNe, CVs, SLSNe)

✦ Rare stages of the stellar evolution (RCrB, FUOri)

✦ Distance indicators at local and cosmological scales (Novae, SNIa, SLSNe?)

✦ Stellar-mass black holes (Microlensing, CCSNe)

✦ Supermassive black holes in galaxies (TDEs, AGN flares)

✦ Mass distribution in the Galaxy, extra-solar planets (Microlensing)

TRANSIENTS APPLICATION
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GAIA AND OTHER SURVEYS

Gaia OGLE-IV
(Magellanic System only)

Catalina Sky 
Survey

PTF LSST  
(from 2020??)

deg2 day-1 ≈ 1230 150 1200 1000 5000

Avg 
Cadence

≈ 30 
days 5 days 14 days 5 days 4 days

Limiting 
mag ~20.5(19) 21 19.5 21 r=24.7

fsky all sky 0.02 0.6 0.2 <0.48

spectra
astrometry



On the CCDs
- two low resolution 
spectrographs, R~100

GAIA SPECTRA

Blue photometer Red photometer

Measurements
- 1 dimensional for
stars G>13 mag



Gaia is equipped with low-resolution
(R~100) spectrographs. They will allow for 
classifying transients into types and for supernovae 
they will provide estimates for redshift and epoch 
based on just a single observation!

transients typing –  
low false-positives rate!

Spectral classification - the ``secret’’ power of Gaia
Spectra for SN sn2001V at z=0.01514 epoch= 20.0
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CLASSIFICATION OF ALERTS

Spectroscopy



Spectral classification - the ``secret’’ power of Gaia
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BAYESIAN ANALYSIS OF NEARBY GAIA
SUPERNOVAE

N. Blagorodnova, S. Koposov and N. A. Walton
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Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge

PROBLEM
The ESA Gaia satellite will detect thou-

sands of transient events during its 5 year
length mission. These objects shall be quickly
identified and reported to the scientific com-
munity through the Gaia Alerts system devel-
oped and operating at the Cambridge Gaia
Photometric Processing Centre.

This is a difficult problem due to three
aspects.

• No standard transient spectra libraries
available.

• Speed: releasing quick alerts forces to
work with Gaia raw calibrated data
sown below.

• Low S/N. Usually only one or two ob-
servations per object are available.

a) Gaia low resolution spectro-photometry for SN Ia at
different epochs (days). BP: 330-680nm, RP: 640 - 1050nm.

CONTRIBUTIONS
We introduce a classification module for

Gaia ESA raw calibrated data. t will be the
component of the Alerts pipeline, that will
characterise the detected flux alerts and as-
sign a classification type probability to each
alert - giving robust classifications to for in-
stance Gaia detected supernova.

METHOD
A bayesian approach is used:

P (M |D, v) =
P (D, v|M)P (M)R
P (D, v|M)P (M)dM

(1)

Where D is the data vector with errors, M
is the model and v is a visibility factor, that
accounts for the object detectability.
The visibility changes among the class and its
parameters. Given the average absolute mag-
nitude for each class of transient, we could
deduce its apparent magnitude for each theta,
and weight the likelihood according to how
bright it is:

P (D, v|M) =

Z
P (D, v|✓,M)P (v|✓,M)P (✓|M)d✓

(2)
The training set is a compilation of 1591

spectra from heterogeneous sources (PTF,
PESSTO, SUSPECT...). Those has been:

• Standardized: AV correction and edges
extension

• Parametrized in ✓
• Gaiafiyed. Transformed to Gaia cali-

brated raw domain with parameters
✓ = (z, t, AV )

RESULTS
The results has been obtained with a magnitude representative dataset. 5-fold cross-

validation has been used. They show that:
• Classification is possible for objects brighter than 19 Gaia magnitude.
• Completeness and contamination are acceptable.
• The most uncertain spectra at fainter magnitudes is being absorbed by the BlackBody

class, which contains featureless spectra with added scatter.
• The accuracy decreases for fainter magnitudes, as shown in figure a.

a) Accuracy b) Confusion Matrix for Gmag=18

c) Contamination (red) & Completeness (blue)

PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The redshift and epoch parameters are determined from the marginalized likelihoods for

each one of the parameters by 2 dimensional polynomial fitting.
The average error on z is �z ' 0.03 and epoch �t ' 24 days.

a) Redshift estimation b) Epoch estimation

DISCUSSION
A classification based on a single low

resolution spectra is possible. The results
shown here could be improved during mis-
sion because of: better S/N for objects ob-
served more than once on the same day and
usage of object non-detection history.
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Cepheid, P=30.48d
HV 1002=  

ASAS J053550-6642.1

Spectral evolution of cepheid:

raw Gaia data!

EXAMPLES ALERTS



GAIA’S ASTROMETRY
Current Gaia’s astrometric precision:  

50 mas down to 20 mag

ZKR



GAIA’S ASTROMETRY
but possible ~1mas!


Nuclear transients classification

 class= IIn z=0.0296  Offset= 0.91pix (0.24as)

OGLE template

Gaia detections

Offset= 0.53pix (0.14as)

Gaia detections



GAIA’S ASTROMETRY
Astrometric microlensing


recognising black hole lenses

see Kris Rybicki’s talk
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EYE-BALLING
run 459 tstart 2015-04-05 08:25:31.587000 tend 2015-04-05 16:41:20.201000
1619 HPs completed for run 459
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EYE-BALLING
filter search-leda (LW also runs three more other filters, with different purposes)
brightness: 18.9 - 13.1
NewSource alerts only (of 84,774,199 total, of 2,593,333 alerting)

cut1: galactic plane removal  |b|>15 deg
cut2: ecliptic plane removal  |beta|>15 deg
cut3: saturated SDSS star (flag+g<17) found nearby (30’’)
cut4: saturated GSC2 star (vpg<16 or bmag<16 or rmag<16) (30’’)
cut5: LEDA catalogue of galaxies has a galaxy nearby (30’’)

850444

27276
18956

17254
13802

234

234 left to eyeball
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EYE-BALLING
further detailed inspection of candidates

checking other Gaia detections nearby

checking Gaia BPRP spectra

=> Gaia15aek Supernova type IIP 2 weeks past max



EYE-BALLING
further detailed inspection of candidates checking other Gaia detections nearby

checking Gaia BPRP spectra

false alert
-> spectrum suggests contamination from the host  

-> cross-matching problem  
-> old source observed again with new sourceid



PUBLISHING
http://gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/alerts/alert/Gaia16aye/



PUBLISHING
http://gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/alerts/alert/Gaia16aye/followup

http://gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/alerts/alert/Gaia16aye/followup


STATS 2015



STATS 2016



TNS

https://wis-tns.weizmann.ac.il/



TNS



TNS



OPTICON FOLLOW-UP NETWORK
~20 active partners, ~30000 data points collected 2014-2016



FOLLOW-UP CALIBRATION SERVER
gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/followup/



GAIA16AYE (AYERS ROCK)
First binary microlensing event outside of the Galactic Bulge

Follow-up was essential!

http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/IoW_20161027

will be published as a scientific paper soon

Involves AAVSO (US), amateurs from Italy, schools via LCOGT/Cardiff.  
Will add German amateurs associations.

http://sci.esa.int/gaia/58546-gaia-spies-two-temporarily-magnified-stars/

http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/IoW_20161027
http://sci.esa.int/gaia/58546-gaia-spies-two-temporarily-magnified-stars/


NOTE ON ATELS



NEW CHALLENGES FOR 2017+
• lower thresholds - more alerts 

• need for full automatisation  
(downside: more false alerts) 

• calibrated BP-RP:  
full exploitation of transients spectra for classification 

• improved astrometry of transients, to ~1mas 

• photometric follow-up – towards robotisation 

• spectroscopic follow-up – expand network


